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Hi there!
I’m Claire, and I’m a wedding photographer I’m based in Surrey but I also cover Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, London,
Sussex… I’ve even been to Devon!

I have a very relaxed style, and capture your day
naturally, with some casual ninja footwork (honestly, I
wear the most silent shoes I can)!
I have a predominantly documentary style, but if you’d
like couple portraits then I’m always happy to oblige - this
is your day after all! My portraiture is relaxed, and is
more a case of going for a little stroll and a natter with
your loved one, probably a nice little cuddle too (oh, you
lovebirds!) Whilst I just capture all the emotion and the
love and light and all of the everything!
“But I don’t know how to pose!” That’s ok! I can gently
guide you to hold hands, or turn towards each other etc
as we go, or we can keep it purely documentary if you
prefer. No stiff posing here, promise.
“I’m really unsure about being in front of cameras all
day.” This is a really natural feeling for so many of us. My
job is to help you feel relaxed by helping out throughout
the day (I’m always armed with useful things) and by just
being my chatty approachable self. I hope that I feel just
like an extra guest who happens to have a camera (or
simply that you forget I exist at all!). I can also promise
you that some of the most beautiful images are captured
when you don’t even know I’m there - because you are
truly relaxed and engaged with everyone and everything
that’s going on. Besides, I can promise you that I will at
some point be the most ridiculous person there - be that
evading sheep by climbing a fence for a group shot,
wiggling along the ground on my tummy for the perfect
angle, or doing a silly dance to get the kids to show me
their best moves! Have a look through this brochure and
you’ll find all sorts of people from all sorts of weddings.

I pride myself on great communication with you
from the moment you enquire right up until you
have received all of your images (and this includes
any physical prints or albums). I keep things very
simple, possibly because I’m a bit of a minimalist at
heart, but also because I wholeheartedly believe that
different things suit different people. This means I
have a half day package, and a full day package, or
you can build your coverage to suit you. You’ll find
all the details on the next page.
I believe in running my
business as ethically as I
can. What does this
mean? Well, for me, it
means putting YOU first. If I
can help out in any way then I will.
It means responding to you as quickly as I am
able to. It means welcoming everyone, and doing
the best I can for each individual and each couple. It
means personalising your service.
I also take great care to support other small
businesses with any of the luxury products I offer
and to use eco-friendly materials - be this recycled
or recyclable, or biodegradable - wherever I can. You
can read more about these on the Album and USB
Box pages.

Half Day Wedding Photography
"Perfect for a shorter wedding, or
capturing a select part of the day that's
most important to you."
What you get:
4 hours of storytelling
•
An online sharing gallery of all
•
your edited images
A gorgeous wooden box containing
•
20 prints of your favourite images,
a n d a n e n g r ave d U S B w i t h
two copies of each image - one that's
perfect for sharing online, and one
that's perfect for printing
£550

Full Day Wedding Photography
"Perfect for coverage from getting ready to
first dance, or maybe even beyond! A
thorough tale of your day from beginning
to end."
What you get:
Up to 10 hours of storytelling
•
An online sharing gallery of all
•
your edited images
A gorgeous wooden box containing
•
20 prints of your favourite images
to keep or share with family, and an
engraved USB with two copies of
each image - one that's perfect for
sharing online, and one that's
perfect for printing
£1150

Optional Additions

Second Shooter: £250
"Perfect for capturing your day from
multiple angles, or covering getting ready
in multiple locations - because the other
half is important too!"

Engagement Shoot: £150
"Perfect to get comfortable with your
photographer and practice any ideas your
might have for your big day, but also to
celebrate this exciting time together
without worrying about anything
or anyone else, except maybe for each
other."

Album: prices vary in accordance with
your bespoke design
"From the number of pages and cover
finish, to cameo windows, translucent first
pages and lay flat bindings... your album is
totally bespoke and always of exceptional
quality."

Wooden Keepsake Box
A gorgeous wooden box, handmade by a lovely
chap named Justin, with a sliding engraved lid
personalised with your names. This beautiful
box also contains a coordinating USB with all of
your images on, suitable for use on screen and
for printing.
Inside, you’ll find 20 6x4” prints of your
favourite images, and a little treat curated with
you in mind. Maybe it will be some vintage
cutlery stamped with your names? Or a set of
handmade teabags (ethically sourced tea, of
course!), or your favourite sweets… or maybe
something else entirely! You’ll just have to wait
and see…

Mini Album
A mini hessian wrapped album, in a cute 9x6” with
it’s own personalised wooden box and wooden USB.
If you’re after just a bijou sized book with just
enough space for the highlights (for yourself, or
parents, or even grandparents). Exceptional
photographic printing quality across 20 double
pages.
£200

Luxury Fine Art Album
A handmade and hand bound 10x10” luxury
white glove album, printed exquisitely with
archival quality ink for fine art prints, with a
lifetime guarantee.
Given its size, the luxury album really allows
your images to sing out from the page, and to
weave stories across the spreads. You can
have your images printed across the seam,
allowing for extremely large prints within
your album - fantastic for those group photos,
and extra special images.
Each album comes with a linen covered
presentation box which is fantastic for
keeping your album safe, a care guide, and a
pair of white gloves, so you can ensure that
your album truly lasts a lifetime.
Each album is entirely bespoke, so the price is
variable according to the number of pages
and any extra additional upgrades Prices for
15 double pages in 10x10” with a linen wrap
embossed cover and a linen wrap
presentation box start from £350. Other
colours and fabrics are also available.
All the materials used in creating these
albums are from sustainable sources, with
the album builder also running on solar
power and using carbon neutral shipping. A
portion from each album sale also makes its
way to Books For Africa, a very worthwhile
charity.

So, this is me.
Disclaimer: I do tend to wander around with
endless cups of tea (either chain-guzzled or
repeatedly left to go cold). Yupp, even when
walking through fields. In maxi skirts. Totally
not a problem…
I adore minimalist design and natural
materials. I love layers. I like exploring. I like
to dance ridiculously. I can sing along to soooo
many songs, but I won’t know what they’re
called or who they’re by. I’m yet to keep a
plant alive for its average lifespan. Sometimes
I snort a little bit when I laugh which is a bit
embarrassing, but I’m caring less as I get
older.
Hopefully you feel you know a little bit more
about me now, and what you can expect from
your time with me. So, if you’d like to chat, you
can reach me by any of the methods below. Oh,
and don’t forget, you can find me on both
Facebook and Instagram too
(@clairebemisterphotography).
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